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Simulations of neutron star–black hole (NSBH) binaries generally consider black holes with masses in
the range ð5–10ÞM ⊙ , where we expect to find most stellar mass black holes. The existence of lower mass
black holes, however, cannot be theoretically ruled out. Low-mass black holes in binary systems with a
neutron star companion could mimic neutron star–neutron star (NSNS) binaries, as they power similar
gravitational waves and electromagnetic signals. To understand the differences and similarities between
NSNS mergers and low-mass NSBH mergers, numerical simulations are required. Here, we perform a set
of simulations of low-mass NSBH mergers, including systems compatible with GW170817. Our
simulations use a composition and temperature dependent equation of state (DD2) and approximate
neutrino transport, but no magnetic fields. We find that low-mass NSBH mergers produce remnant disks
significantly less massive than previously expected, and consistent with the postmerger outflow mass
inferred from GW170817 for a moderately asymmetric mass ratio. Whether postmerger disk outflows can
also explain the inferred velocity and composition of that event’s ejecta is an open question that our merger
simulations cannot answer at this point. The dynamical ejecta produced by systems compatible with
GW170817 are negligible except if the mass ratio and black hole spin are at the edge of the allowed
parameter space. The dynamical ejecta are cold, neutron-rich, and surprisingly slow for ejecta produced
during the tidal disruption of a neutron star: v ∼ ð0.1–0.15Þc. We also find that the final mass of the remnant
black hole is consistent with existing analytical predictions, while the final spin of that black hole is
noticeably larger than expected—up to χ BH ¼ 0.84 for our equal mass case.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.99.103025

I. INTRODUCTION
The first detections of black hole–black hole mergers [1]
and of one likely neutron star–neutron star (NSNS) merger
[2] have shown that gravitational wave (GW) astronomy is
now a reality. Electromagnetic (EM) observations [3,4]
from that NSNS merger, GW170817, have also allowed us
to connect NSNS mergers with short-hard gamma-ray
bursts, kilonovae, and the production of at least some of
the r-process elements.
The determination that GW170817 is most likely a
NSNS merger relies on the very reasonable expectation
that compact objects in binary systems emitting detectable
gravitational wave signals and with masses M ≲ 2 M ⊙ are
neutron stars. While the presence of at least one neutron
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star is required by the observation of bright postmerger
EM signals, the interpretation of the second object as a
neutron star is mostly due to its measured mass. Existing
mass measurements for stellar mass black holes in the
Milky Way favor black hole masses mostly in the M BH ∼
ð5–10ÞM⊙ range (e.g., [5]), and have led to the hypothesis
that there may be a “mass gap” M gap ∼ ½2; 5M⊙ between
the most massive neutron stars and the less massive black
holes. However, we cannot entirely ignore the possibility
that lower mass black holes exist, either in the mass gap or
even at masses MBH ≲ 2 M ⊙ . Such a black hole could be
formed in primordial fluctuations in the early universe [6].
Alternatively, the merger could involve an exotic compact
object mimicking a black hole (see e.g., [7] for a list of potential black hole mimickers). Accordingly, for GW170817, the
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idea that one of the two merging objects was a low-mass black
hole instead of a neutron star cannot be discounted. More
generally, the possible existence of low-mass black holes
should be kept in mind when interpreting the larger number of
expected joint GW-EM observations that will soon be at our
disposal, whether the inferred mass of an object is below 2 M⊙
or within the potential mass gap.
To understand what a low-mass neutron star–black hole
(NSBH) merger would look like to GW and EM observers,
we need general relativistic simulations of these systems.
In particular, we need to understand the properties of the
postmerger remnant and of any matter unbound during
the merger, as such predictions are critical to model the
EM signals powered by NSBH binaries. Low-mass NSBH
merger simulations have recently been performed to
calibrate NSBH GW templates [8]. However, these simulations use equations of state that are far too simple to
reliably model the outcome of the merger. Simulations with
realistic equations of state have quite reasonably focused
on more massive black holes [MBH ∼ ð4–10ÞM⊙ ] (see e.g.,
[9–17]), while our understanding of near equal-mass
NSBH mergers has so far come from extrapolation of
these simulation results to the equal mass regime.
In this manuscript, we perform simulations of NSBH
mergers at mass ratio Q ¼ ð1–1.89Þ, using a composition
and temperature dependent equation of state (DD2 [18]).
We consider mass ratios Q ¼ 1, 1.2 that most easily mimic
galactic NSNS systems, as well as two higher mass ratio
systems chosen for their consistency with GW170817. We
show that while some extrapolations of existing fitting
formulas to low-mass ratio work quite well (for the ejected
mass and final black hole mass), others lead to inaccurate
results (remnant disk mass, black hole spin, ejecta velocity). Our simulations provide an important point of reference to calibrate improved analytical formulas allowing us
to model NSBH binaries at low-mass ratio, as illustrated by
our recent update to analytical predictions for the amount of
mass remaining outside of the black hole after merger [19],
and in our ability to study whether a given merger is a
NSNS, NSBH, or binary black hole merger (see e.g.,
[20,21] for studies of GW170817 as a potential NSBH
merger using these analytical predictions).

TABLE I. Initial parameters of the binaries studied in this
paper. MBH is the Christodoulou mass of the black hole, MNS is
the ADM mass of an isolated neutron star with the same equation
of state and baryon mass as the neutron star under consideration,
χ BH is the dimensionless spin of the black hole, Ω0 is the initial
angular velocity, and M ¼ M BH þ M NS . Δxdis is the typical grid
resolution for the finest level of refinement used during the
disruption of the neutron star (see Sec. II C for more detail on the
grid structure).
Model
B144N144
B144N120-lr
B144N120
B160N116
B189N100

M BH ðM ⊙ Þ MNS ðM ⊙ Þ χ BH
1.44
1.44
1.44
1.16
1.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.15

Δxdis (m)

0.0233
0.0206
0.0206
0.0218
0.0232

235
295
235
235
235

nonspinning system (MBH ¼ MNS ¼ 1.44 M⊙ , with MBH
the Christodoulou mass of the black hole and MNS the
Arnowitt-Deser-Misner (ADM) mass of an isolated neutron
star with the same baryon mass as the neutron star evolved in
our simulation), and a slightly asymmetric system with
MNS ¼ 1.2 M⊙ , MBH ¼ 1.44 M ⊙ . These masses are within
the most common range of observed masses for neutron stars
in our galaxy. The main objectives of these simulations are to
understand the dynamics of near-equal mass NSBH binaries
and to allow us to extend to low-mass ratios existing fitting
formulas developed for the postmerger remnant [25,26] and
for the mass of dynamical ejecta unbound by a merger [27].
Two additional simulations are chosen to study
“extreme” configurations compatible with GW170817.
We consider that binary parameters are compatible with
GW170817 if the chirp mass, mass ratio, effective spin, and
effective tidal deformability of the binary lie within the
90% confidence region published by the LVC [28]. The
LVC performed parameter estimation using two different
priors: negligible spins, or arbitrary spins (hereafter “low
spin prior” and “high spin prior”). We simulate the most
asymmetric mass ratio compatible with the low-spin prior
and the most asymmetric mass ratio compatible with the
high-spin prior. Taking the more massive object to be a
black hole, and assuming that the effective spin parameter
measured through GWs,

II. METHODS

χ eff ¼

A. Initial data
We prepare initial data using our in-house Spells solver
[22,23]. We first obtain initial data for NSBH binaries in
quasicircular orbit, and then perform one iteration of the
eccentricity reduction algorithm developed by Pfeiffer et al.
[24] to obtain systems with residual eccentricity e ∼ 10−3.
The neutron stars are initially in hydrostatic equilibrium,
and have negligible spin. We consider four different
configurations, listed in Table I. Two simulations are
meant to mimic “average” NSNS binaries: an equal mass,

1.44
1.20
1.20
1.60
1.89

Ω0 M

MNS χ z;NS þ M BH χ z;BH
M NS þ MBH

ð1Þ

(with χ z;BH=NS the aligned component of the spin of the
compact objects), is entirely due to the black hole spin, i.e.,
that χ z;NS ¼ 0, we get MBH ¼ 1.6 M ⊙ , M NS ¼ 1.16 M⊙ in
the first case (no spins), and MBH ¼ 1.89 M⊙ , M NS ¼ 1 M⊙
for the second case (with a black hole dimensionless spin
χ BH ¼ 0.15, aligned with the orbital angular momentum).
In the rest of this text, we label the simulations through the
masses of the two compact objects; i.e., B160N116 corresponds to MBH ¼ 1.6 M ⊙ , M NS ¼ 1.16 M⊙ . The longest
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simulation (B144N120) is initialized ∼8 orbits before
merger, and the shortest (B144N144) ∼6.5 orbits before
merger. All simulations use the DD2 equation of state [18], a
temperature and composition dependent equation of state
that remains close to known nuclear physics constraints and
is compatible with the existence of a 2 M⊙ neutron star (the
maximum mass of a neutron star with the DD2 equation of
state is ∼2.42 M ⊙ ). The DD2 equation of state lies at the
stiffer end of what is allowed by GW170817 if that event is
a NSNS binary, but comfortably within the allowed range
of tidal deformability if GW170817 is a NSBH binary.
The dimensionless tidal deformability Λ̃ (the parameter
actually measured through gravitational waves [28]) is Λ̃ ∼
ð605; 550; 600; 295Þ for the four systems considered here
(going from lowest to highest neutron star mass).
Observational bounds require Λ̃ ≲ 800. A summary of the
properties of the neutron stars evolved in this paper is
provided in Table II.
A brief description of cases B144N120 and B144N144
was already provided in [20], and these simulations were
used to calibrate our most recent fitting formula for the
mass of the matter remaining outside of the black hole after
a BHNS merger [19]. This manuscript presents a more
complete description of these two simulations. The other
two cases are reported here for the first time.

using more advanced neutrino transport methods indicate
that our two-moment scheme should be reasonably accurate except for large errors in the closure in the low-density
regions along the spin axis of the remnant that limit the
accuracy of neutrino transport in this region and could
cause large errors in calculations of energy deposition due
to neutrino-antineutrino annihilation [42]. In this study, we
do not include νν̄ annihilation processes (but see [43] for
simulations with two-moment transport including pair
annihilation, and [42,43] for estimates of the uncertainties
in the resulting energy deposition). Here, we focus on disk
formation and the ejection of matter during neutron star
disruption, two processes that are not significantly affected
by the aforementioned errors. We consider three distinct
neutrino species: electron neutrinos νe , electron antineutrinos ν̄e , and a heavy-lepton neutrino species that regroups
all other types of neutrinos νx ¼ ðνμ ; ν̄μ ; ντ ; ν̄τ Þ.
In NSBH mergers, the main role of neutrinos is to cool
the remnant accretion disk and to modify its composition.
Neutrinos also play a subdominant role in driving postmerger disk winds, and a critical role in setting the
composition of any disk wind. The dominant drivers of
outflows are hydrodynamical processes during merger
(tidal disruption, circularization) and magnetic processes
after merger. While our simulations capture the first type of
outflows, we do not evolve magnetic fields. Accordingly,
we stop all simulations ∼10 ms after merger. Over longer
timescales, magnetic fields are necessary to properly
capture the evolution of the postmerger remnant and to
assess the potential of a given postmerger remnant to power
a relativistic jet and a gamma-ray burst (see e.g., Ref. [44]
for comparison of the evolution of remnant disks with and
without magnetic fields, Refs. [12,13,15,45] for merger
simulations including magnetic fields, and Refs. [46,47] for
longer evolutions of the postmerger remnant).

B. Evolution algorithm

C. Numerical grids

We evolve these NSBH binaries using the SpEC code
[29], following their evolution through late inspiral, merger,
and the first 10 ms of postmerger evolution. SpEC evolves
the equations of general relativity in the generalized harmonic formulation [30] on a pseudospectral grid, and the
general relativistic equations of hydrodynamics using shockcapturing finite volume methods [10,31]. In this work, we
use the WENO5 algorithm to reconstruct fluid variables
from cell centers to cell faces [32–34], and Harten, Lax, and
van Leer (HLL) fluxes as approximate solutions to the
Riemann problem at faces [35].
We also evolve neutrinos with an approximate, gray twomoment transport scheme [36–38]. In the two-moment
scheme, the energy and momentum density of each species
of neutrinos are evolved on the grid. We then use the
Minerbo analytical closure to provide the pressure tensor of
the neutrinos [39]. The implementation of the two-moment
transport into SpEC is described in [40,41]. Recent studies

For all simulations, the spectral grid used to evolve
Einstein’s equations is composed of a ball at the center of
the neutron star, spherical shells around that ball and
around the black hole, spherical shells far away from the
compact objects (> 2.5 orbital separations), and finally
distorted cylinders connecting these three regions. The
number of basis functions used by the pseudospectral code
on each element is chosen adaptively to maintain a fixed
truncation error, as described in [31,48]. The equations of
hydrodynamics and two-moment neutrino transport are
evolved on a Cartesian grid, with initial grid spacing
provided in Table I. Both grids move with the compact
objects, in order to keep the center of the black hole and
neutron star fixed, and the fluid and neutrino evolutions are
performed in that comoving frame. As the binary separation decreases over time, the physical value of the grid
spacing on the comoving grid decreases as the evolution
progresses. Whenever the grid spacing decreases by 20%,

TABLE II. Properties of the simulated neutron stars. All
neutron stars are modeled using the DD2 equation of state. Λ ¼
ð2=3Þk2 ðRNS c2 Þ5 =ðGM NS Þ5 is the tidal deformability and k2 the
Love number.
NS mass [M ⊙ ]
Radius [km]
Λ

1

1.16

1.2

1.44

13.1
4190

13.1
1950

13.1
1630

13.2
590
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we interpolate onto a new evolution grid, restoring the
original grid spacing. The spatial extents of the Cartesian
grid are chosen adaptively and cover all regions with a
significant amount of matter (ρ > 6 × 109 g=cm3 within
the initial orbit of the binary, with that threshold dropping
as ∼r−3 at larger distances). We monitor mass losses at the
boundary of the computational domain and find that this
prescription limits them to less than 10−4 M⊙ . A more
detailed discussion of our numerical methods can be found
in [10,31].
After disruption of the neutron star, we use nested grids.
Each level of refinement has 2523 cells. The finest grid has
the same resolution as during inspiral, and the grid spacing
is multiplied by a factor of 2 between refinement levels.
Once the densest point in the simulation is in the remnant
disk rather than close to the horizon of the black hole, we
remove the finest level of refinement, to save computational
resources. Indeed, the most relevant scale for the postmerger remnant is the radius of the disk, which is larger
than the size of the original neutron star. In the absence of
magnetic fields, we do not need to resolve smaller physical
scales after the formation of an accretion disk.
D. Error estimates
The grid resolution used for this study is comparable to
recent NSBH simulations with SpEC [17,49]. In [17],
convergence tests for higher mass ratio systems showed
relative errors of ∼20% in the measured mass of the
dynamical ejecta, ∼10% in the mass of the remnant accretion
disk, and < 1% in the properties of the black hole. High
mass ratio systems are generally more demanding numerically, due to the formation of thin, hard-to-resolve accretion
streams during tidal disruption [17,50]. The simulations
presented here should have at worse comparable errors.
To verify this, simulation B144-N120 was performed
at a lower resolution up to the end of the simulation
(Δx ¼ 295 m instead of Δx ¼ 235 m) and at a finer
resolution (Δx ¼ 190 m) up to the end of the disruption
of the neutron star (1 ms after merger). The three resolutions show better than second-order convergence, and the
errors are consistent with [17] (or slightly better), with the
exception of the mass of dynamical ejecta. The dynamical
ejecta produced in this simulation are too small to be
resolved (∼0.001 M⊙ ). The highest mass ratio simulation
performed here (B189N100) is the only configuration for
which enough dynamical ejecta are produced to expect
∼20% relative errors. The ejecta is only qualitatively
captured in B160N116, and it is consistent with no ejecta
in B144N120 and B144N144.
III. RESULTS

postmerger remnant and dynamical ejecta are listed in
Table III. We observe three fairly different outcomes for
these low-mass systems.
In the equal mass configuration, B144N144, the neutron
star is barely disrupted by the tidal potential of the black
hole. Only a small amount of matter remains outside of the
black hole after merger (∼0.03 M ⊙ ). There is no matter
unbound by the merger, and the small amount of mass
remaining outside of the black hole is insufficient to explain
the type of kilonova observed following GW170817. These
are surprising results: from preexisting fitting formulas [25]
we expected a remnant mass of ∼0.22 M ⊙ , probably too
high to be compatible with GW170817 (assuming ∼40% of
the disk is unbound during postmerger evolution [46,47]).
To account for this discrepancy, we have now developed a
new fitting formula extending to near equal-mass NSBH
binaries [19]. This formula still somewhat overestimates
the mass outside of the black hole for this configuration
(prediction of 0.06 M⊙ ), but by much less than the original
result. Considering that the DD2 equation of state is already
quite stiff, and thus other equations of state would lead to
less massive remnant disks, our results indicate that an
equal mass NSBH merger is strongly disfavored as the
progenitor of GW170817.
The remnant disk rapidly circularizes, with hydrodynamics shocks increasing the temperature of the remnant to
hTi ∼ 4 MeV within 3 ms of the merger.1 This leads to
rapid protonization of the remnant disk: the equilibrium Y e
of the remnant is higher than the Y e of the neutron star, and
neutrino emissions thus drive Y e up, to hY e i ∼ 0.15 (4 ms
after merger). After that circularization phase, energy losses
to neutrinos cause the disk to become more compact (but
not cooler) and its composition to become slightly more
neutron rich. By the end of the simulation, most of the
material is in a compact torus with peak density at
∼ð20–30Þ km, hY e i ∼ 0.12, and hTi ∼ 4 MeV. This evolution is very similar to postmerger evolutions at higher
mass ratios [50,51], albeit the evolution of the disk happens
on a shorter timescale in this simulation.
The two median cases, B144N120 and B160N116, are
strikingly similar despite having different neutron star
masses, neutron star compactions (CNS ¼ MNS =RNS ),
and black hole masses. Both lead to strong disruption of
the neutron star and leave ∼ð0.12–0.13ÞM⊙ of material
outside of the black hole 10 ms after merger, without much
mass ejection. The similarity between these two cases is
predicted by both the old and the new fitting formulas
for the remnant mass, but the old results again overestimated the matter left outside of the black hole (predicted
∼½0.23–0.24M ⊙ ), while the new fitting formula is
extremely accurate (predicted ∼½0.13–0.15M ⊙ ). This is
of particular interest in the context of GW170817, as a

A. Merger and remnant properties
The overall dynamics of the four configurations studied
here are visible in Fig. 1, while global properties of the

Here and in the rest of the text, hXi denotes the densityweighted average of the variable X.
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FIG. 1. Baryon density in the equatorial plane of our simulations. The left panel shows results at the time of merger (when 50% of the
mass of the neutron star has been accreted by the black hole), the middle panel 3 ms later, and the right panel 10 ms later, at the end of our
simulations. From top to bottom, we show all four configurations starting with the equal-mass system and moving toward the most
asymmetric mass ratio.

postmerger disk of mass M disk ∼ 0.1 M⊙ is probably what
is needed to eject the right amount of mass to power
the observed kilonova. There are other difficulties that
may arise when trying to explain GW170817 as a NSBH
merger, most importantly maybe whether magnetically
TABLE III. Outcome of the simulations. M fBH and χ fBH are the
mass and dimensionless spin of the remnant black hole. M ej is the
amount of mass ejected by the merger (matter with hut < −1).
M rem the baryon mass remaining outside of the black hole. All
quantities are measured 10 ms after merger.
Model
B144N144
B144N120-lr
B144N120
B160N116
B189N100

M fBH ðM ⊙ Þ

χ fBH

M ej ðM ⊙ Þ

Mrem ðM ⊙ Þ

2.81
2.49
2.49
2.59
2.68

0.84
0.80
0.80
0.76
0.70

0.0002
0.002
0.001
0.004
0.05

0.03
0.13
0.12
0.13
0.18

driven disk outflows can produce the high-velocity and
neutron-poor (Y e ≳ 0.25) composition inferred for parts of
GW170817’s ejecta, but the mass budget of the outflows at
least is consistent with GW170817. Right after merger,
simulations of the postmerger remnant with neutrinos but
without magnetic fields show the production of slow
neutron-poor outflows [40,52], while simulations of the
postmerger remnant with magnetic fields but no neutrinos
show the production of fast outflows but cannot accurately
predict Y e [15,47]. The correct composition and velocity of
postmerger magnetically driven outflows thus remain an
important open question today (see [20] for a more in-depth
discussion of GW170817 as a NSBH merger).
For B144N120 and B160N116, the remnant disk is
not as rapidly circularized as in the first simulation. By
the end of the simulation, the temperature of the disk is
still increasing, to hTi ¼ 3.3 MeV (respectively, hTi ¼
2.6 MeV) for B144N120 (respectively, B160N116). As a
result of the lower temperature, the disk remains very
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neutron rich (hY e i ≲ 0.1), although this would probably
change over longer timescales or in the presence of
magnetically driven turbulent heating. The final remnant
is still far from axisymmetric, but it is compact: most of the
matter is within ∼50 km of the black hole.
Finally, B189N100, the more extreme mass ratio with a
slowly spinning black hole, shows strong disruption of the
neutron star, the ejection of a significant amount of material
in an unbound tidal tail (∼½0.03–0.05M ⊙ ; see next section), and again ∼ð0.13–0.15ÞM⊙ of bound material at the
end of the simulation. This simulation is also a success for
our new fitting formula [19]: it overestimates the mass
remaining outside of the black hole by only 10% (vs 30%
for the old formula). In the context of GW170817, case
B189N100 is disfavored, as too much mass is ejected
through a combination of dynamical ejecta and later disk
outflows—but a more compact neutron star may be an
acceptable alternative for similar binary parameters. The
matter remaining outside of the black hole remains quite
cold (hTi ¼ 1.6 MeV) and its Y e does not significantly
increase over the duration of the simulation (hY e i ¼ 0.06 at
the end of the simulation).
The properties of the final black hole are also important
to characterize the postmerger remnant. We compare our
numerical results with the analytical predictions of [26] for
the final mass and spin of the black hole. We could use
directly the results of [26], but that manuscript made use of
our old fitting formula for the baryon mass outside of the
black hole after merger [25], which is unreliable in this
regime. As Ref. [25] overestimates the torus mass, Ref. [26]
naturally underestimates the remnant black hole mass.
Using the updated formula [19] instead, the remnant black
hole mass is reasonably well predicted—with an error of
0.03 M⊙ for the equal mass case, and of ≲0.01 M⊙ for all
other cases. The spin of the black hole, on the other hand, is
more problematic. Going from the system with the highest
neutron star mass to the system with the lowest neutron star
mass, the black hole spins predicted by [26] are χ f ¼ 0.72,
0.70, 0.68, 0.68, while numerical results are χ f ¼ 0.84,
0.80, 0.76, 0.70, i.e., the highest mass ratio system is the
only one reasonably well modeled by the analytical
formula. This may be because the analytical formula adds
to the black hole spin the angular momentum of the
accreting matter at the innermost stable orbit of the final
black hole, while some of the matter presumably plunged
from the innermost stable orbit of the initial black hole—
and the difference between these two assumptions is quite
large for near equal mass systems. An updated analytical
formula for the final black hole spin is thus necessary for
reliable predictions in the near equal-mass regime.
B. Matter outflows
Another important output of our simulations is the
amount of matter unbound through tidal disruption of
the neutron star. Indeed, that unbound material can play

a significant role in the production of a kilonova days to
weeks after the GW signal. For neutron stars merging with
typical stellar mass black holes (M BH > 5 M ⊙ ), we know
that the neutron star either plunges directly into the black
hole, producing neither ejecta nor disk, or is disrupted and
ejects large amounts of neutron-rich material (typically a
few percent of a solar mass). We have already seen that the
situation is quite different for our near equal-mass systems:
neutron stars that clearly undergo tidal disruption end up
producing a negligible mass of dynamical ejecta.
To judge how uncommon that situation is, we consider
the correlation between disk mass and ejecta mass found by
Kyutoku et al. [14]: binaries with remnant disk mass of
∼0.1 M⊙ typically produce ∼0.01 M⊙ of dynamical ejecta.
There is, however, a significant scatter in that relation for
disk masses ≲0.1 M⊙ : for a small number of binaries with
mass ratios Q ∼ 3, Kyutoku et al. [14] find ejected masses
only slightly higher than those found in our near equalmass simulations, with disk masses of ∼0.1 M⊙ . We can
also look at the fitting formula developed for the amount
of ejected mass by Kawaguchi et al. [27]. As for our
outdated fitting formula for the mass remaining outside
of the black hole [25], the formula from [27] was calibrated to simulations at mass ratios Q ¼ 3–7 and has no
particular reason to remain valid at lower mass ratios.
However, it does end up working remarkably well for
Q ∼ 1. The formula correctly predicts the lack of ejecta
for the equal mass system and predicts ejected masses of
∼ð0.012–0.013ÞM ⊙ for the two intermediate systems
B144N120 and B160N116. As the fitting formula is
accurate to ∼0.01 M ⊙ , this is consistent with our numerical
results. The formula also correctly captures the rapid rise in
the ejected mass for the most asymmetric system, predicting an ejected mass of 0.06 M ⊙ , close to the numerical
result of 0.05 M⊙ (if we use the same criteria to compute
the unbound material; see below). The success of this
fitting formula at low-mass ratios (and the lack of accuracy
of [25] in that same regime) may be due to the use of a more
complex dependence of the fitting formula in the mass ratio
in the ejecta model. Overall, we thus see that while this
combination of negligible ejecta and massive remnant disk
is not common for higher mass ratio binaries, it is neither
unprecedented nor particularly unexpected given the predictions of Kawaguchi et al. [27].
For our higher mass ratio simulations, B160N116 and
B189N100, we resolve the dynamical ejecta and can look at
its properties in more detail (see Table IV). First, we note
that in the table and in our discussions so far, we have
computed the ejected mass using the “Bernoulli” criteria
hut < −1, with h the specific enthalpy of the fluid and ut
the time component of the 4-velocity one-form. This
typically overestimates the mass of unbound ejecta,
because it assumes that all thermal energy and all energy
released through r-process nucleosynthesis is transformed
into kinetic energy. An alternative method is to require
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TABLE IV. Ejecta properties for the two simulations producing
a measurable outflow mass. M ej;hut is the ejected mass using the
hut < −1 criteria, M ej;ut is the ejected mass using the ut < −1
criteria, hY e i is the average electron fraction of the ejecta, hvi is
its average velocity, and T kin is its total kinetic energy (all
computed for the hut < −1 criteria).
Model
B160N116
B189N100

M ej;hut

M ej;ut

hY e i

hvi

T kin [ergs]

0.004 M ⊙
0.05 M ⊙

0.001 M ⊙
0.03 M ⊙

0.05
0.05

0.10c
0.14c

4.6e49
1.0e51

ut < −1, which assumes that none of the thermal and
r-process energy is transformed into kinetic energy.
For the cold ejecta produced in black hole–neutron star
mergers, the thermalization of the energy released through
r-process nucleosynthesis is by far the most important of
these two factors, and the only correct way to treat it would
be to use an equation of state that does not assume nuclear
statistical equilibrium (NSE) and follows the number
density of each type of atomic nuclei. This is beyond what
our code can currently do. The thermalization of the energy
released through r-process nucleosynthesis has been studied in detail on timescales relevant for kilonova observations (days) [53], but not on the ∼second timescales where
most of the energy is released. A reasonable estimate is that
about 50% of that energy is released in neutrinos and
escapes, while the other 50% thermalizes [54]. In that case,
the correct answer for the ejected mass would lie about
halfway between the predictions of the hut < −1 and
ut < −1 criteria. The ut (hut ) criteria predict 0.03 M⊙
(0.05 M⊙ ) of ejected mass for B189N100 and 0.001 M⊙
(0.004 M ⊙ ) of ejected mass for B160N116. We thus see
that out-of-NSE evolution is a source of error at least
comparable to current numerical errors in NSBH simulations. The error due to out-of-NSE evolution and the
numerical error are here more important than the uncertainty due to the measurement of the ejected mass at a finite
radius: Fig. 2 shows that the amount of unbound mass
measured using either criteria does not change for the
last few milliseconds of our simulation, as the unbound
material moves away from the remnant.
In both simulations, nearly all of the ejecta is extremely
neutron rich (Y e < 0.1) and, at the end of the simulation,
cold (T ≲ 0.1 MeV). This is typical for the dynamical
ejecta from NSBH binaries and will inevitably lead to the
production of large amounts of lanthanides and actinides
during r-process nucleosynthesis. The velocity of the ejecta
is more surprising, with the average velocity being hvi ¼
0.1c for B160N116 and hvi ¼ 0.14c for B189N100. This
is significantly slower than in NSBH simulations performed at higher mass ratios. For mass ratios Q ∼ 3–7,
we typically have hvi ∼ ð0.2–0.3Þc [27]. We can also
extrapolate to Q ∼ 1–2 the fitting formula of Kawaguchi
et al. [27] for the velocity and find predicted velocities of
hvi ∼ ð0.20–0.22Þc. We thus find that while predictions for

FIG. 2. Total mass flagged as unbound as a function of time for
the two configurations producing a measurable mass of dynamical ejecta. We show results for the two criteria hut < −1 and
ut < −1, which converge to different answers because limρ→0 h ≠
1 for the DD2 equation of state (see text). After ∼3 ms, the error
made by measuring the mass of dynamical ejecta at the finite
radius is typically smaller than numerical errors and smaller than
the errors caused by assuming NSE in the fluid.

the ejected mass extrapolate well to the equal mass regime,
predictions for the velocity of the ejecta do not. This has
important consequences for the observational properties of
the dynamical ejecta from low-mass NSBH binaries:
neutron-rich, low-velocity ejecta are often associated with
disk outflows, but we see here that it can in fact be
produced by near equal-mass NSBH systems.
Over longer timescales (∼½0.01–1 s), the main source
of outflows in the postmerger remnant is nearly certainly
going to be magnetically driven [46,47]. These magnetically driven winds, which cannot be captured by our
simulations but most likely have a total mass of
∼ð20–50Þ% of the postmerger disk mass, should certainly
be taken into account when modeling kilonovae associated
with low-mass BHNS mergers. Even in the absence of
magnetic fields, however, neutrino absorption in lowdensity regions above the disk can lead to the production
of a neutrino-driven wind [52,55,56]. We confirm that, by
the end of our simulations, such a wind is present. The
outflow rate is quite low, (0.01–0.04ÞM ⊙ =s, and its contribution to the total mass budget of the outflows is thus
small. The neutrino driven wind is neutron poor
(Y e > 0.35), except for case B189N100. In that case, the
postmerger disk is colder, neutrino irradiation of the wind is
not as significant, and the electron fraction of the late-time
outflows is still Y e ≲ 0.3. We note, however, that the
composition of the neutrino-driven outflows observed in
our simulations may not be representative of the composition of postmerger outflows, as magnetically driven winds
are likely to be denser and faster than the outflows observed
in our simulations. Finally, we also emphasize that the
postmerger remnants produced in our simulations may
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power relativistic jets and short gamma-ray bursts, but that
the lack of magnetic field in our simulations makes it
impossible to study jet production here.
IV. DISCUSSION
In this manuscript, we perform the first general relativistic simulations of near equal-mass, quasicircular NSBH
binaries going beyond the use of unrealistic ideal gas
equations of state. Current observations in the Milky Way
[5] and through gravitational waves [57] favor higher mass
black holes, but the existence of solar mass black holes, or
alternatively of black holes in the “mass gap” ½2; 5M ⊙ ,
cannot entirely be ruled out. A solar mass black hole in a
binary system with a neutron star companion could mimic
the observable properties of a NSNS binary, affecting our
interpretation of current and upcoming observations of
compact binary mergers. To properly understand current
and upcoming observations of binary mergers involving
neutron stars, we should thus carefully model the observable properties of low-mass NSBH binaries.
Our simulations show that these systems produce postmerger remnant disks that are significantly less massive
than previously expected, a conclusion that has already led
us to update analytical predictions for the outcome of
NSBH mergers [19]. In the context of GW170817, our
results also show that NSBH mergers can reproduce both
the observed gravitational wave signal and the inferred
mass budget of the outflows produced by that merger.
In separate work, we showed that our simulation results
imply that large neutron stars are favored in the (arguably
unlikely) event that GW170817 is a NSBH merger [20], in
contrast with results derived assuming a NSNS merger. Our
updated model for the outcome of NSBH mergers, as well
as results presented here for the final mass and spin of the
remnant black hole and the properties of the dynamical
ejecta produced in low-mass NSBH mergers, can also play
an important role in the interpretation of the many NSNS/
NSBH mergers expected during the upcoming O3 run of
Advanced LIGO/Virgo.
For the dynamical ejecta, we find that binaries with mass
ratio Q ≲ 1.3 produce nearly no dynamical ejecta, even for
the relatively stiff equation of state considered here. At
higher mass ratios, the observed ejected mass is consistent

with predictions based on higher mass ratio simulations
[27], but slower than predicted. In fact, we suggest that the
low-velocity neutron rich dynamical ejecta produced in a
low-mass NSBH merger may be difficult to distinguish
from ejecta produced over the secular evolution of the
remnant accretion disk, which may complicate the interpretation of future kilonova observations.
Finally, we note that the remnant black hole itself has a
remnant mass consistent with analytical predictions [26]
but is spinning much faster than previously believed. The
remnant black hole of our equal-mass NSBH merger has a
dimensionless spin χ BH ¼ 0.84, well above theoretical
expectations for NSBH mergers or the spin of black holes
resulting from NSNS mergers.
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